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Project Context and Objectives
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Recently, numerous coins and tokens are being released, as well as new projects are continuously proposed
as a result of the popularity of Bitcoin. That also makes Digital Asset Market become more active and
prosperous. However, the current situation is that the majority of people are not familiar with digital assets
including market-leading coins like Bitcoin or Ethereum, etc. Other cryptocurrencies are also faced with a
similar situation. Even projects that take advantage of the Blockchain technology to issue tokens and create
outstanding platforms that can change the world, they cannot approach the consumers. Moreover, some
assets are slowly disappearing in the investment market.
However, companies that receive good reviews and expectations from their users still in hope of maintaining
in the digital asset market, continue issuing tokens as well as creating new projects. The number of such
companies is constantly increasing, also the development and growth of electronic asset market is forecasted
to grow steadily in the future.
Currently, users still haven’t had any professional marketing platform to access cryptocurrencies easily.
Therefore, the trade promotion agency of cryptocurrency is making great efforts to find solutions as well as
investing a large capital amount in advertising and marketing, but still encounter obstacles in the current
situation. Creating a great effects of marketing is already difficult, making a project successful and many
people know about new cryptocurrencies is even more challenging.
'Bit Storage Box' (BSB) is a platform that pays 'Bitcoin', 'BSBT' token, the key currency of BSB, and various
cryptocurrencies registered on the platform, to members through simple quiz games and surveys. It provides
a service that induces fun and interest and uses cryptocurrency as a reward through games and participation.
BSB is a reward platform based on advertisement, and the financial resources for reward are provided from
the advertiser's advertising expenses. A member receives reward when he solves a quiz game or participates
in an advertiser's survey by watching an advertisement. Users can create quizzes or surveys themselves to
receive rewards, and advertisers can register quiz games or surveys themselves too.

Blockchain operators can become advertisers and distribute tokens using quiz games and surveys to promote
their own tokens, to use their own tokens for rewards and transactions. Through this, members can easily
access various tokens and receive tokens as a reward. In addition, various tokens held by members as
rewards can be recycled as economic value through peer-to-peer (P2P) transactions. As such, BSB provides a
beneficial structure for both blockchain operators and users, and is a platform that can create a selfsustaining blockchain token economy.
The ultimate goal of the BSBT project is to build a blockchain ecosystem in a virtual space, can reproduce and
trade all valuable digital content in the world with NFT, and create an NFT-based 'BSBT World' that can be
expanded infinitely. NFT stands for Non-Fungible Token, because each token represents a unique asset with a
different value, its scarcity value is great. In particular, almost anything can be tokenized, digital ownership is
guaranteed by blockchain technology, and irreversible proof of transactions. BSBT project established a
business roadmap to build an NFT-based ‘BSB World’, accordingly, the Bit Storage Box (BSB) service launched
first. When users do quizzes and get cryptocurrency rewards, they will become more familiar with blockchain.
Thereby, BSBT will create a beneficial and correct token economy, laying the foundation for the expansion of
the block chain ecosystem.

NFT Perspective and BSB
Vision about NFT
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The non-fungible token NFT is expected to continuously growing due to the combination of the
current and new trends such as the metaverse. Metaverse is a compound word of 'Meta' meaning
abstraction and 'Universe' meaning the real world, it refers to moving the real space to digital as
it is. Recently, due to the spread of COVID-19, games using the metaverse have emerged.
Strategy Analytics (SA), a market research firm, predicts that the ‘metaverse economy’
represented by VR and AR will grow to $280 billion (314.58 trillion won) by 2025, more than six
times the current level.
In this metaverse space, NFT is a tool used as the value of goods. For example, in Decentraland, a
game based on blockchain and metaverse, land is an NFT. Users who own land can also build
buildings. Since NFTs are scarce, land is very valuable, you can also sell lands in game. Similarly, in
the blockchain-based game ‘The Sandbox’, the real estate ‘LAND’ in the game is an NFT, Currently,
LAND continues to sell out every sales period.
As such, NFT is used in games, movies, music, digital art, and various industries, and is expected
to grow rapidly.
In the ‘BSB Quiz World’ metaverse, anyone can build their own unique quiz city through NFT.
Through it, you can expand your city by realizing the interests of yourself and the participants.
Anyone can issue their avatar card as NFT and sell it on the market, and if there is something
valuable, you can issue it as a new NFT and trade in B2B. As such, the final goal of the BSBT
project is to build an NFT-based BSB quiz world in a virtual space called 'BSB Quiz World
Metaverse'.

If anyone could post quiz and get
advertising benifits

/ bitstoraebox.com
bitstoragebox.com

Nowadays, there are many YouTube Creators who increase income from advertising by posting
videos on YouTube. They have to fiercely compete for viewers such as uploading videos with diverse
content, constantly developing their channel values, and gradually connecting with sponsors to
create videos in the form of businesses. They post videos in different fields, earning an enormous
profit from advertising. This huge profit brings them from a Youtuber in form of business to a
YouTube content creator with the same popularity as celebrities. This is an era where everyone,
regardless of male-female-old-young, anyone can make money by creating content on YouTube.
Understanding that, “Bit Storage Box (BSB)” is designed as a platform that gives awards in the form
of gaining profits through advertising. Anyone using this platform can create, join, relax and learn
about general and specialized knowledge in the world, things we already know or want to know
through the form “Quiz and survey”. In addition, users can receive rewards of electronic assets as
valuable as goods.

Bit Storage Box "BSB" is a place where anyone can post their content of quizzes or surveys and earn
profits from advertising. Moreover, users can play games while learning new knowledge and also
receive bonuses based on their game results.
Implement a real token ecosystem with popular code
All knowledge and common sense in the world lead to economic benefits.
The BitStorage Box BBS platform will implement a practical token blockchain ecosystem that can be
used publicly by provide an easier and more friendly digital token economy.

Advertising profits

Produce video content

Produce quiz, survey
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Bit Storage Box is a cryptocurrency rewarding platform on the basis of advertising. Users are divided and kept
the profits earned from displaying advertisements. In addition, users can receive “Bitcoin” and “BSBT” a
specific token created by Bit Storage Box by sharing, playing games, and answering surveys, events. Bit
Storage Box manages the system based on the Blockchain platform, providing users with safe and transparent
service.
Easy membership registration, avatar growth mode according to 7 levels, and game benefits
through various items

BSB Service introduction
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To receive the rewards by participating in or using the free service on Bit Storage Box, users will be
required to watch the advertisement. However, through the direct message of "get rewarded with
Bitcoin", it is possible to increase user utilization and participation. This helps to optimize the
effectiveness of advertising.

Advertisers can create events, videos, and images the way they want, as well as checking advertising
statistical data in real time. Moreover, they can also draw up a strategy for optimizing the efficiency of their
advertisement by directly creating and sharing quizzes or questionnaires.

Users can directly create quiz through the quiz creation system of Bit Storage Box, or answer the quiz as a
user to receive “Bitcoin” or “BSBT”. The creator of quizzes or questionnaires will continuously gain advertising

profits in the form of “BSBT”. This creates a cyclic structure between creators and users of content quiz, or
surveys in the form of BSB.

Users can receive “Bitcoin” or “BSBT” by participating in events and answering questionnaires of advertisers.
They can have more bonus rewards with “BSBT” if they share events that introduced in the platform. In
addition, users are allowed to create questionnaires themselves and share in Bit Storage Box.

Bit Storage Box will send a special link code for users who suitable with evaluative criteria of this platform.
When that user shares his link code to others and invites successfully a new user, he will receive a certain
bonus “BSBT”.

All quizzes and questionairs will be censored by the system to check the validity and suitability. Thus, some
harmful and duplicate contents, or questionairs with incorrect answers will not appear.

Bit Storage Box works based on giving rewards which encourage users to join and share events, answer
questionnaires, play game, etc... according to the effective advertising strategies that advertisers desire. This
platform creates a network based on the belief where users and advertisers can join and achieve their
benefits without a third-party.

Types of Quiz rewards and How to receive bitstoragebox.com

• Ready to take the quiz
- In order to receive rewards after initial membership registration, users must install ‘My Star Wallet’
- You need to check your BTC wallet address and ‘BSBT’ wallet address in My Star Wallet and set the input
settings.
- If you do not set a wallet address, you cannot participate in the game, and you can enter the wallet address in
the member account settings.
• Start solving the quiz
- Users can participate once a day in the 1-minute quiz game provided by Bitstoragebox.
- When the 1-minute quiz game starts, an advertisement video or image advertisement with a maximum length
of 15 seconds is showed first.
- When the advertisement is ended, a short notice about the game appears and the 1-minute quiz starts
immediately.
- Quizzes on various topics are presented one by one, and participants must solve the quiz for one minute.
- After one minute, the game automatically ends, you can immediately check the result of the quiz.
- The result of the quiz is ranked according to the participant with the most correct answers, and the specified
reward is distributed to all game participants.
- Participants who achieve 1st place will receive 'Bitcoin', and the rest of the participants from 2nd place will
receive 'BSBT'
- When the game ends, the reward information is sent to the participant as a 'push notification' and can be
checked.
- Game participants can check the payment details in the digital asset management wallet ‘My Star Wallet’.

• Create Quizzes
- - Users can create or post quizzes according to the form provided by Bit Storage Box.
- - After submitting the quizzes and be approved by the admin, users receive BSBT as a reward.
- Users will not get a reward if they submit a duplicate quiz or quiz that has similar content to others
You can expect continuous advertising revenue from quiz and survey content you create.
• Quiz Library
- When a quiz is approved, it is posted in the 'Quiz Library' at the same time, so that members can study this quiz.
- Members can 'like' or 'comment' and rate the newly created quiz in the quiz library. The quiz with high ratings,
'likes' or comments will receive additional special benefits set by the headquarters

• Avatar growth, up to 7 levels
- Avatar growth mode fromlevel 1 to level 7
- Using items to increase competency and winning rate

Kind of rewards and how to create events, bitstoragebox.com
quizzes

• Answer survey
- If you submit answer to the survey provided by Bit Storage Box, you will be rewarded with a certain
amount of Bitcoin according to your contribution.
- In case of duplicate submission of the same survey, compensation is not possible for it is judged that the
answer is insincere.
• Create survey
- You can create and submit a survey according to the input form provided by the bit storage box.
- After submitting and be approved by admin, you will receive a certain amount of BSBT as a reward.
- In the case of duplicate submission of the same survey, or the content is similar to other survey, you can
not receive reward.
• Rewards for participating and sharing events
- After participating in the event provided by Bit Storage Box, you can receive BSBT as a reward according to
the event rules.
- After participating in the event, you can share it and receive BSBT when other users participate in the event.
- All rewards for participating and sharing is different for each event, so the rewards is paid according to the
event's rule.

• Register for quiz, survey, event for advertisers
- Advertisers can create and submit quiz based on Bit Storage Box’s form. (quiz will be posted
after the admin approved)
- The advertiser can create and submit survey based on Bit Storage Box’s form (the survey will be posted
after approved by the admin)
- The event registration of advertiser must be discussed with the Bit Storage Box Event Manager and
conducted after the contract is signed between the two parties.
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BSBT (Token)

• BSBT (Token)
BSBT tokens are tokens that are used to exchange rewards, payments, and digital
assets for all users who participate in quizzes and surveys on the BSB platform and
provide practical economic value.
Both enterprise and individual customers have access to all services required for
advertising and compensation on the BSB platform, and users of the BSB platform
become members of the blockchain ecosystem through BSBT, extending the usability
and value of the BSBT token and accelerating the growth of the BSB platform.
BSBT tokens offer a variety of opportunities for your finances to grow faster and
provide better returns.

Token ERC-20

1,000,000,000 EA

BitStorageBox
A platform that reward you with
free quiz games for watching ads.

Participation

Reward

Sharing

BSB Participant Classification
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Users participate in quiz and survey
Users participate in quiz, survey and receive rewards

Individual

Users create quiz and survey
Users participate in quiz, survey and receive rewards

Advertisers
LOGIN

People who register for advertising

Production activities of advertisers
Advertiser registers events and directly participate
in quizzes, surveys

Enterpr
ise

Enterprise
Parners
Partners who want to cooperate with BSB platform

Advertising profits will be divided equally among users who
participate in quiz, vote, and survey. These profits come from the
payment of advertisers pays in Token (BSBT).
Advertisers can directly produce, manage, share quizzes or
questionnaires, thereby, optimize the efficiency and advertising
features based on the Blockchain technology.
In addition, users can also directly produce, share quiz and receive
rewards

Easily participate in Surveys and 1-minutequiz
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1-minute-quiz
This is a 1-minute-quiz, users who answered correctly will be rewarded.
Only join 1 time per day

Survey
This is a method of answering survey and will be rewarded with a certain BSBT

Reward system
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All information of surveys and “content” knowledge that posted on the platform is saved in

the Blockchain system. The users’ reward is charged into advertising fees of advertisers. That
fee is paid and managed by the Smart Contract..

• BSBT Reward

Participate

Verify

Compensatio
n

- When submitting a new and being approved, you will receive a certain
amount of BSBT
- When submitting a new survey and being approved, you will receive a
certain amount of BSBT - The BSBT rewards are divided equally among the
number of
- participants, which can be converted into other electronic assets. - Profits
from turning on advertising in quiz and survey will be paid by BSBT

• Bitcoin reward
- When users answer the quiz, they will receive Bitcoin divided for that
quiz.
- When users answer the questionaire, they will receive Bitcoin divided
for that questionnaire
- The Bitcoin rewards are divided equally among the number of
participants, which can be converted into other electronic assets.
- If an advertiser directly posts the quiz or survey for advertising
purposes, Bitcoin will be divided by the number that the advertiser has
installed

Exchange
• BSBT reward from “Helper” link code
When a user shares a link code given by the Service Manager and
successfully invites new members. That user will constantly receive
10% value of the Bitcoin that the new member received.

Awarding Process when playing

Display quiz / survey.
(play Ads)

Buy BSBT

Pay for advertising
(BSBT)
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Users answer correctly

Divide BTC/
BSBT
Rewards

Rewarding process when sharing

Users

Register for
“Helper” link code

Receive 5% value of the
amount that the new user
receive (pay in BSBT)

After receiving link code
Share quiz and survey

New user
Get rewards

Register new users
via Link code

Features of Bit Storage Box
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Joy and rewards
• The structure of quiz and survey is simple and interesting
Providing some simple puzzle games related to Blockchain and daily life such as global issues,
sports, history, elections, etc. Besides, users can also create and conduct surveys about the
things people are curious about or interested in. Thereby, users can find fun via playing games
and receiving rewards. This helps increase the participation rate of Bit Storage Box

The advertising effectiveness that advertisers can get
• Watch ads and play the game for free
Bit Storage Box is a platform that provides services for users based on advertisers' advertising
fees. Members must watch ads video or image within 15 seconds to be able to join the game
for free As all games are exchanged for the Bitcoin or BSBT reward. Thus, the system has al
ready set up an advertising structure where the user must see all the sponsor's ads to receive
the reward.

Poll / quiz creator
• Create a concept “new creator” about the quiz and survey field.
These creators produce content for Quiz and Survey categories including common and
professional knowledge. Thereby, they will get the same profit from advertising as YouTube
creator. The only difference is that these profits will be paid in BSBT. This encourages
production activities to become more active, which promoting self-producing and using
within the BSB platform. The main subject of these activities is creators and respondents
(participants) those questions.

The efficiency of the Token economy
• New users are continuously added by old users who gets number of BSBT
reward corresponding to the number of new user they have invited
User can become introducer by sharing referral links on different blogs or social networks
such as Facebook, Kakaotalk, WeChat, Line, Whatapps ... Thereby, if having new members
register, users will receive rewards paid in BSBT corresponding to their efforts. This system
will continuously attract more participants to register as new members, expand Bit
StorageBox's services as well as ensuring advertising activities occurs constantly

BSB's Blockchain Technique and Structure
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• Blockchain
- Reward programs are accepted from multiple advertisers or members through systematic
protocols and Smart Contract technology
- Users’ rewards will be converted into tokens on the block chain network. Tokens are registered as
unique value, avoiding being counterfeit
- Cryptocurrencies are exchanged between BSBT and other digital currencies via linking with an Ewallet (MY STAR WALLET)
- New “content” knowledge and rewards are managed by Blockchain node, which helps increase the
stability of operation and enhance security
- The customer terms and interests are managed clearly including payout ratio, benefitcost ratio via
blockchain network.

BLOCKCHAIN
SMART CONTRACT

TOKEN

DIGITAL WALLET

Blockchain Node

Blockchain network

SERVICE
QUIZ

SURVEY

EVENT

Advertisement

External interface
SNS

Affiliated mall

Platform management by blockchain
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Reward distribution and safety
- All reward transactions must be saved, and each user must be assured of safety and
obvious distribution of rewards

Protecting and censoring knowledge “content”
- Knowledge “content” that the participant creates is stored in the Blockchain system,
which protects and censors all production activities.

Analyzing efficiency of advertising statistical document
- Through statistical documents running in the platform, advertisers will easily manage
ads, check billing information and analyze documents at any time.

A scalable blockchain ecosystem with NFT
- In the future, we will build a system that can move to the BSB Quiz World Metaverse
and implement a service that allows users to experience NFT first in BSB.

Service configuration
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Service configuration
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Service configuration
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BSB - BSBT PR Marketing Strategy
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Starting with Southeast Asia, which has high future growth value,
Branch offices in each country will be established in Asia, Europe,
America
Utilize user interfaces, quizzes, and various contents suitable for
selected countries
Received advertisement orders by country based on user expansion

BSB - BSBT PR Marketing Strategy
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1. Current situation
- Up to now, members have been promoting their own Telegram and Facebook. As
of June 27, there are 183,186 users.
- Users from the Philippines, Vietnam, and Indonesia mainly participated in the test.
2. Public Relations Strategy by Country
- After the full opening
1st: Concentrate on PR in Korea, Japan, Vietnam, India, Indonesia, Singapore, and
Malaysia
Second round: Promotion to China, Russia and neighboring countries, Middle East
countries, Africa and South America.
- Strategies for granting business rights to branch offices by country.
3. Detailed promotional marketing strategy
- Opened YouTube "BSB Show"
MC is good looking Chinese and American man and women who are proficient in
English and Chinese.
MC and the panel have weekly news about BSBT and chat and chat with the
winners of the quizzes.
Marketing through content in an interesting format.
- Periodic online meetup.
- Actively promote to Telegram, Facebook, CoinMarketCap, CoinGecko, and other
coin-related communities
- Blog Marketing.
- Church (members) marketing through the Bible quiz show (in preparation)
- Marketing to attract members through collaboration with other platforms.
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Roadmap

2021
1st / July
Open service
Getting listed on international exchanges – Phase 1

2nd / September
Updating
Link with MyStarWallet
Getting listed on international exchanges – Phase 2

3rd / October
Improve service
NFT issuance system
Create shopping center

4th / December
Entertainment business
Launch BSB platform in mobile app
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Token Sales Plan

BSBT The total number of token issue: 1,000,000,000

CATEGORY

% OF TOKEN

# OF TOKENS

SALE

5%

50,000,000

ECOSYSTEM REWARD

30%

300,000,000

GLOBAL MARKETING

15%

150,000,000

PARTNERS

10%

100,000,000

INVESTORS

10%

100,000,000

COMPANY

15%

150,000,000

ADVISORS

5%

50,000,000

TEAM

10%

100,000,000

TOTAL

100%

1,000,000,000

Team
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Jonghyun Lee
CEO & Lead Blockchain
Jay J Cho
CMO & Co-Founder

Amy J. Schulz
CTO & Senior Developer
Peter Kim
Co-Fonder

张伟 zhangwei
Blockchain App Developer

Jayson Won
Advisor
Dylan Finch
Jamie Lyn
James Turner
System

Gabriel Bernal
Community Management

肖斌 xiao bin
Board Advisor

Claire O'Brien

龙少 long shao
Becky Anderson
Han Lucy
Megan Tyler
Marketer

Board Advisor

Layla Millard
Board Advisor

Melanie Ward
Isabel Stewart
梁欣琳 liang xin lin
DESIGNER

Julian Paten
Interpreter

Legal Notice
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The whitepaper of the BSBT token project is drafted to specifically explain the content and general plan of the
project. This whitepaper is not designed for the purpose of calling for investment. It is for reference only. If there
is any harm, loss, liabilities or other financial loss, THINKING TREE CO., LTD will not be held responsible at all.
This general information (called as "white paper") was provided by THINKING TREE CO., LTD., which is written for
the purpose of informing all business models and users who buy and sell Token (called as BSBT token). This white
paper is intended for informational purposes only, however this information may be incomplete, non-binding,
and does not create a contractual relationship. Besides, like buying any other cryptocurrency, buying BSBT
tokens can carry certain risks. Thus, when reading documents provided by the company, individuals must selfevaluate the potential value of the content and decide whether to participate in the platform or not. Specifically,
this white paper informs information on the business model proposed by the company and makes it clear that it
is not a recommendation for financial investment. In addition, any information contained in this White paper
may be updated or revised by us. Therefore, the actual completeness and accuracy of the white paper are not
guaranteed and this information can change at any time without prior notification. The Company does not
promise or make any obligation to notify you of any modification. The company still put a great effort to ensure
that the information in this white paper is correct at the time of publication. However, people use the
information in this white paper (company or representatives, officers, employees, advisors, partners or
intermediaries (on behalf of Company Representatives) ...) will not bear any responsibility or obligation regarding
the accuracy and completeness of written or oral information is provided.
We will not be responsible for any loss or damage that may occur: (i) absolutely believe in any of the information
contained in this White paper; (ii) any errors, omissions or inaccuracies in the information or (iii) any actions
derived from that information.
There are no descriptions or guarantees of achieving or rationalizing profits or expectations, predictions are
given in this white paper. Readers should not consider this White Paper as official information of the Company or
on behalf of the Company or by the Company's advisors regarding financial, legal, etc... Therefore, readers of
this white paper should consult with their professional advisers regarding any potential engagement in financial,
legal, tax or related matters.
Except for some facts (Blockchain technology, Bitcoin, YouTube creator,..) that already happened in the market,
others including the development of BSBT tokens, BSBT platforms, and some related information are not
ensured absolutely happen (they are intended to happen). User can see some statements that show the
prediction of the future often appear such as perhaps (may) "," will”, “could (would) "," anticipate "," believe","
expect”," intend "," potential "," estimate "," budget "," Scheduled, plans, planned”,“ predictions
(forecasts) ”,“ goals”. However, the prediction for the development of the Bit Storage Box platform is reasonable
at the time the information is provided, based on a number of factors and estimates made by management. The
prediction includes other market factors such as actual facts, performances, and achievements of Blockchain
technology and cryptocurrency trend, and also based on error of similar platform to design and develop the BSB
platform.
The scope of force majeure clauses is unlimited in the mentioned examples.

